LEONARD WEAKLY, WITHDRAW.
HEAT AGAINST 3 TO 4 AFTER }
HARD STRUGGLE

Concert is Given by Girls’ Glee Club

Funeral Services for Blakeman Today

Betas Reprimanded By Board of Deans

DO NOT TAKE IT!

Let us again urge the students not to repair to the University Dining Hall, two years ago when the English, French, and History professors were going to lead one of the examinations. The students then fled, and the professors gave up the attempt.

Now you can get a cheap rate in the first. When Leonard started, a bit over Bert, McMillan was surprised and Miller beat out a short after the first base line. He called for a surprise answering on this next.

That was all until the Agricultural

TEN INNING GAME GOES TO HAWKEYES

BEAT AGI0SIS 3 TO 4 AFTER HARD STRUGGLE

Leavitt Weakly is Twelfth Royal Iowa Booster's Award - Miss in Minnesota

Just about that time Saturday evening 

in Aggie-Lin Dog Bus. As the Cleared Blinder, posted

at Grill Advertising Office, left, was the 

lyric, and bio-I -

lar in the Minnesota.

SHAVER SETS PACE IN FRESHMAN WIN

TAKES FOUR FIRSTS AND ONE SECOND

Yeagards Win From State Teachers

College, 67 to 54—Picks Taken

Both systems.

Iowa city's strong freshman

team took a close and instructive

One from a score of thirteen people, fourteen or fifteen miles west of Iowa city. The girls went on automatically, the bug left

ing the ground, the jump, the broad jump, the high hurdles, and getting second in the high after a poor start.

Full of the freshmans team broke

with spirit, and Miss. Tuesday and finished one, two, three, in the order behind. Schleuter, in the middle and the man for normal, being placed hard by Taylor in the half, who tied the third,py Fry and Normal set the shot put and discuss the distance.

In two and a half tanked of the day’s enjoyment, summer, the Iowa city is very brisk and the second by and low, and the main revenue. Other. Now came Miller, the superior jump, and walking 54 feet, Pfaller, in the middle, Kerrigan took the third and finished fifth to score. A second and last Blingharn, the aggressor, again cracked another scratch for Patterson.

Leavitt had the Hawkeyes fairly well under control, most of the time, in the Experimental field. During a part of his first presented as in

with two runs after two were down in the third inning, Van Lunkum's pitching was magnificent. Elizabeth raised the third strike and after paying to be placed third in the order of the running game, and Van Lunkum came on in while Miller and Kerrigan pursued the part. Millen went to second and scored on a Barry's single.

They got after Leavitt in the third.

Barret walked, and Cour-

lor forced him in attempting to score. Huntington left to, and Hansen hit. Lindor cut off a base hit to center, scoring Curry and Hauth.

Anne got a cheap rate in the first. When Leonard started, a bit over Bert, McMillan was surprised and Miller beat out a short after the first base line. He called for a surprise answering on this next.

That was all until the Agricultural

get. These Hawkeyes never appeared for the Minnesota. Millen added questioned superiority dwelt a long single to left center. Blinder forced him out and never got away. Van tagged him and also losing a chance for

(Continued on Page 2.)

Concert is Given by Girls' Glee Club

Goes to West Branch on Fri-

Saturday night in West Branch, the Girls' Glee club gave another of its concerts. West Branch is a town of 8,000 people, fourteen or fifteen miles west of Iowa city. The girls went on automatically, the bug leaving the ground, the jump, the broad jump, the high hurdles, and getting second in the high after a poor start.

PULL

Pull of the freshmans team broke with spirit, and Miss. Tuesday and finished one, two, three, in the order behind. Schleuter, in the middle and the man for normal, being placed hard by Taylor in the half, who tied the third,py Fry and Normal set the shot put and discuss the distance.

In two and a half tanked of the day’s enjoyment, summer, the Iowa city is very brisk and the second by and low, and the main revenue. Other. Now came Miller, the superior jump, and walking 54 feet, Pfaller, in the middle, Kerrigan took the third and finished fifth to score. A second and last Blingharn, the aggressor, again cracked another scratch for Patterson.

Leavitt had the Hawkeyes fairly well under control, most of the time, in the Experimental field. During a part of his first presented as in

with two runs after two were down in the third inning, Van Lunkum's pitching was magnificent. Elizabeth raised the third strike and after paying to be placed third in the order of the running game, and Van Lunkum came on in while Miller and Kerrigan pursued the part. Millen went to second and scored on a Barry's single.

They got after Leavitt in the third.

Barret walked, and Cour-

lor forced him in attempting to score. Huntington left to, and Hansen hit. Lindor cut off a base hit to center, scoring Curry and Hauth.

Anne got a cheap rate in the first. When Leonard started, a bit over Bert, McMillan was surprised and Miller beat out a short after the first base line. He called for a surprise answering on this next.

That was all until the Agricultural

get. These Hawkeyes never appeared for the Minnesota. Millen added questioned superiority dwelt a long single to left center. Blinder forced him out and never got away. Van tagged him and also losing a chance for

(Continued on Page 2.)
TEN INNING GAME

(Continued From Page 1.)

double at Miller, quick steal to first, Nix

aspirations were in prospect. Brun-
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WANTED

Game

I.

By defeating the Nets yesterday afternoon in a crucial contest and winning the game by a score of 5 to 0, the Big Alphas are to play the Illini on Tuesday for the Pan-Hellenic championship.

The batteries were: Big Alphas and Varsity.; Buckman, McMillan, A. Raker, L. H. Drury.

Today's scores: 1. Stach's Shoe Store


116 Iowa Avenue

Dental Supplies

Purcell's Wholesale and Retail

Cigars and Tobacco

116 E. Washington St.

All candidates for degrees are required to pay their expenses from June 1, at the office of the secretary, Old Capitol building—John U. Brent.

SHệnTEN

Marshall-O'Brien-Worthen Co. 116 Iowa Avenue

Dental Supplies

PURCELL'S Wholesale and Retail

Cigars and Tobacco

116 E. Washington St.

All candidates for degrees are required to pay their expenses from June 1, at the office of the secretary, Old Capitol building—John U. Brent.

Senor Sing Monday

The first senior sing will be held Monday evening, May 27, at 4:45. Every senior is invited to be there.

Song books may be secured of any of the sing committee.

Variety Dance Majestic Hall

Decoration Day

May 30

L.O.V.-A Delta Gamma pin, set of jewelry, Jefferson pin. Send return to this office and receive reward.

For Rent—Pent or three fourths room for light newspaper. Also suite of two rooms. 205 N. Capitol. Please 241K.

It is about time to think about that Commencement Gift you should make, and we are prepared to show you a fine assortment of gifts.

KEITH AND MCSHESSY

RESTAURANTS

SUNSET

Larsen's State Champion

Larsen clearly showed his superior-

ship over the college tennis players by

winning the state championship in the singles at the tournament which was staged at Cedar Rapids during the past three days.

He defeated the representatives of Luther College and Coe in turn by playing some of the finest tennis that has ever been seen in a state tournament.

The summaries are as follows:

Singles

Coe-Grinnell 6-1, 6-2

Iowa-Luther 6-2, 6-2

Iowa-Coe 6-0, 6-3

Grinnell-Iowa 6-2, 6-2

Grinnell-Coe 6-1, 6-4

Grinnell 6-1, 6-4

In the doubles, the Iowa team, represented by Larsen and Stricker, did not play up to its usual form, and was put out of the running after a hard battle with the Grinnell squad. The summaries are as follows:

Doubles

Coe-Grinnell 6-1, 6-2

Iowa-Luther 6-2, 6-2

Iowa-Coe 6-0, 6-3

Grinnell-Iowa 6-2, 6-2

Grinnell-Coe 6-1, 6-4

Grinnell 6-1, 6-4

All candidates for degrees are required to pay their expenses from June 1, at the office of the secretary, Old Capitol building—John U. Brent.
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GRADUATION PRESENTS

We have a lot of New and Pretty Things this Spring that we know will please the receiver, as well as the buyer. Modest purses will find we can show a large number of "Good Suggestions."

A FEW EXTRA SUGGESTIONS

MESS BAGS
MILITARY BRUSHES
PEARL RINGS
SEAL RINGS
SMALL GOLD CLOCH
GOLD BEADS
MATCH BOX
BAR PIN
COAT CHAIN
SCOB PINS
HAT PINS
THIMBLE
SILVER NAIL FILES
SOUVENIR SPONGE
SMALL GLOBE ORLOCK
SEAL GOLD BEADS
MATOH BOX
MILITARY SCARF PINS
BAR PIN
COAT CHAIN
HAIR RINGS
SILVER THIMBLE
SILVER BRUSHES
EXTRA BRACELETS
SMOKING SET
PARISIAN IVORY TRAVELING SETS
STRING OF REAL COAL CARDS
MANICURE NAILS
TOILET SET
NECKLACES
EARRINGS
SHIRT STUDS
COLOGNE BOTTLE

THE STORE OF QUALITY

S. T. MORRISON
LEADING JEWELER

EXTRA WIDE BRACELET $5 TO $8 OTHER STYLES $4 TO $15.

LARGE LOCKETS AND CHAINS $6.50. OTHERS $2 TO $10.

Large Lockets and Chains $6.50.

The store of Quality at the lowest prices.

S. T. MORRISON
LEADING JEWELER
Ready for the June Graduate, the June Bride, the Summer Girl.

The most delightfully dainty thing in the world is the American girl graduate, the June bride, the Summer girl. In appropriate apparel, whether it's commencement attire, or at the wedding, or out doors among the blossoms and other lover beauties of nature.

Kendra is in the Girl Graduate stage. Miss Mary Murray, the June Bride, Bride Store; and the Summer Girl Store Store—the stores that get the new and beautiful things first, a marvelous diversity of styles in suits, dresses, Walker, Light Weight Wovens, Adult Lines, suits, pants, Parachute Silk Honorable, Suits, Blouses, Handkerchiefs, Wash Bag, Hosiery and thousands of Grain Accessory Novelties.

Always Come To YETTER'S

State Board to Meet
The State Board of Education is to meet in Des Moines on next Monday and Thursday, and it is rumored about the university, that some important matters are to come before that assembly.

University
Book Store
On the Corner
Text Books and Supplies for all Colleges
P W D narc

Fountain Pens
Waterman
Coorklin
Moore Non-leakable

College Pens and Pencils
Cerny & Louis

MONDAY — A GOOD TIME TO BUY

Why? There are several very good reasons why Buying a Suit, a pair of trousers or Children's wear on Monday is desirable—it gives ample time to make the slight alteration which often is necessary, even with those who come in the class of easy fitting. Then too—the last days of the week usually find a rush and buying is not so satisfactory.

DO YOU ALSO REALIZE WHAT AN IMPORTANT

factor it is to become thoroughly acquainted with new clothes, high-class clothes such as Hart Schaffner & Marx make are very satisfactory to be
din with—and they improve still more on acquaintance—The thor-
ough tailoring and artistic lines of these garments becomes
more apparent the longer you wear them.

THEN THEY'RE ALL WOOL AND SEWED WITH SILK THREAD ONLY

COME IN MONDAY AND LET US SHOW YOU TO YOU